A subsequence of a sequence of integers is said to be sum-free if no integer of the subsequence is the sum of distinct integers of this same subsequence. In this paper we shall prove, provided n is sufficiently large, that there exists a sequence of n integers whose largest sum-free subsequence has at most c/i(log log n)-1/2 integers, where c is an absolute constant.
Given a sequence of n distinct integers (1) ax<-■■ <an we ask for the largest subsequence which is sum-free, i.e., a subsequence no integer of which is the sum of distinct integers of this same subsequence.
In [1] , Erdös announced the result that there exists a sequence (1) such that the largest sum-free subsequence has at most o(n) integers. Erdös did not give a proof of his result there or subsequently, only mentioning that the construction is complicated; apparently, he has also completely forgotten his proof. In this note, we establish a result which implies that of Erdös by a fairly simple construction ; in fact, we shall prove the following Theorem. Provided n=n0, there exists a sequence of n distinct integers whose largest sum-free subsequence has at most cn(log log n)~1/2 integers, where c is an absolute constant.
For our construction, we shall require a modified form (see lemma below) of a theorem of Varnavides [2] which asserts (essentially) that any sequence of on positive integers not exceeding n contains at least C3x2 triples in arithmetic progression, where Cs depends only on ô. Varnavides' result is based on the following theorem of Roth.
Theorem A. Let bx, • • • , bn be distinct positive integers not exceeding x so that no three distinct terms are in arithmetic progression. Then there exists an absolute constant C so that n<Cx(log log x)~i.
We now state the necessary modified version of Varnavides' theorem.
Lemma. Let C be the constant appearing in Theorem A and suppose x=x0(C).Letax,
• • • , a" be any set ofdistinct positive integers not exceeding x, where «^3Cx(log log x)-1. Then the number of solutions of (2) Oí + a¡ = 2ah
is at least x2 exp{-c,(log x)V2}, where cx is an absolute constant.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence.
Corollary. Let the hypotheses in the lemma be satisfied. Then the number of solutions of (2) is at least x312, provided only x=x0.
Before proving the lemma, we remark that only the corollary is used in the proof of our theorem and that the assertion in the lemma is not the strongest that can be proved under the hypotheses. It should also be mentioned that we follow very closely Varnavides' method in proving our lemma.
Proof of lemma. We put
so that in particular (3)' log log k > i log log x.
We consider all arithmetic progressions of k terms l_w, u+d, • • • , u+ (k-l)d-^x and call good progressions those which contain at least Ck(log log k)-1 a's. We let (4) d < 3Cx(log log xY^k-2.
We shall show that the number Gd(x) of good progressions, with d fixed and u variable, satisfies (5) Gd(x) > èCx(log log x)-K In fact, every at which is not less than kd or greater than x-kd is contained in exactly k progressions. The number of these at is at least 3Cx(Iog log x)-1 -2kd = f Cx(log log x)~\ in view of (4). where the summation is extended over w^l, u+(k-l)d^x. The number of progressions with u=l, u+(k-l)d=x, is clearly less than x and thus we have (7) 2/(u, d) < Cxk(log log k)-1 + Gd(x)k. u Combining (6) and (7), and making use of (3)', we obtain (5). Now, if G(x) denotes the total number of good progressions for all integers d satisfying (4), then we have
Each good progression yields a solution of (2) in view of Theorem A. Further, it is easy to see that the same solution (au ah, a A of (2) can occur in at most k2 progressions. So the number of solutions is, on using (8) and (3), at least k~2G(x)>x2 exp{-c^log x)1/2}, where cx is an absolute constant. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We are now in a position to prove our theorem. Let n-n0 be given. We put
and determine s so that (10) t(s+l) = n< t(s + 2).
We define a set sé of n integers as follows: all these integers lie in sés since, by (11), any integer in sét is divisible by 2¿. We shall show that, whenever l^y'</_«, we have (13) 12»-"^ n 2s-»^'iJ < 3Ci(log log i)-1-
We note that (13) immediately implies (12), since (13) implies \ah\ + ■■■ + \0Si\ = 3w2Cr(log log i)-1 + t = 3*2C7(log log t)-1 + t, and consequently, 1^1 = W + ---+ I^S+1I = t^2(s +\) + \&i+x\ + \*h\ + ■■■ + | jy = r1/2(s + 1) + t + 3s2Cf(log log r)-1 + i, which, in view of (9) and (10), is = 3t + (2 log log «)(3Cr/log log «)
To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to establish (13). Suppose, on the contrary, that (13) is not true for some j, I satisfying l^j<l-u.
Then there exist integers ax, • ■ ■, av, t»_3Cr(loglogi)-1, in äff, so that 2»-i>ax, • • • , 2i'~i'av appear in a?,. By the corollary to the lemma, there exists some a* e á?t such that aWi+aW2=2a* has at least r1/2 solutions in ax, • ■ ■, av. Since 2'i-¿í-i^2"=r1/2, by taking 2il~ii~1 such pairs we obtain a sum 2il_i'a*, which is an integer in ^¿¡. This violates the assumption that SS is sum-free. This contradiction completes the proof of the theorem.
To conclude, we note that any improvement on the upper bound Cn(log log «)_1 occurring in Theorem A will, of course, result in a corresponding improvement of the bound in our theorem.
